New Home Buyers Field Guide

Myrtle Beach
Conway and the Surrounding Area

G e n e H e n r y 8 4 3 @ g m a i l . c o m

CALL OR VISIT US
CALL NOW : 843-333-0635
VISIT NOW : www.newhomessouth.com

Welcome to Your
New Home Buyers
Guide
Hi,
I’m Gene Henry, your Certified New Home, Residential Properties and Relocation
Specialist in the Myrtle Beach area. I am a dedicated full time Realtor, born and raised
local and fully committed to your success.
New Homes can be an exciting or disastrous adventure! Our home buying guide
will help you understand the process – from steps you should take at the beginning
through closing on your new home. While there are a lot of details involved, taking the
right steps and making informed decisions will make your purchase go as smoothly
as possible.

Helping You Win!
New Home Buyers Field Guide
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3.

Home Buying Process
Overview
Define Your Goals:

Get Pre-Approved:

Before beginning your home search,
make sure to have clearly set goals:
desired neighborhoods, type of home,
must-have amenities, etc. As you get
into the market, you may need to be
flexible on some of these requirements,
but starting with a best-case list will be
helpful.

Call several mortgage lenders – you’ll
find differences in rates, fees, and customer service. Finding the right mortgage
lender is important. Check reviews as well
to make sure you’re choosing someone
with a track record of satisfied borrowers.

Examine Your Finances:
Before purchasing a home, it’s important to make sure you have your finances under controlmake a detailed
budget and ensure that you have savings and reserves in place to support
yourhome purchasing goals.
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Pre-approval is a good idea at this stage
– you’ll have more power as you submit
offers and negotiate with sellers if you
are already approved for a mortgage.
Use estimated closing costs to validate
you have enough money set aside for
this process.
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Search for Homes
Work with a new home specialist to
discover homes that meet your goals
and criteria. You’ll also want to make
sure you view homes in person –
pictures are awesome, but can sometimes be misleading! Don’t get frustrated
if you don’t find a home immediately
– each showing gives you a chance to
learn more about what you can get in
your area at your price point. You’ll find a
place to call home.

Make an Offer and Negotiate
Once you’ve found the home you’d like
to buy, it’s time to make an offer. Here’s
where a good agent earns their money –
showing you the home is the easy part.
Shepherding you through offer and closing
is where great agents shine!
Sellers can counter your offer, inspections can reveal possible repairs, and
you can suddenly
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find your budget at risk and maybe even
question if this is the right home for you.
Above all, stay calm and continue to
communicate with everyone involved.
Check your budget, your emotions, and
your buying partner to make the next
right steps.

Secure Your Financing
You’re almost there – remember, your
lender wants to ensure that this is a
good move for everyone, so they may
ask for more information about income,
the condition of the house, or your credit
history. Providing accurate and timely
responses keeps the process moving
and gets you to your desired outcome
the fastest. Once you have loan approval
do not make any financial changes such
as changing jobs, making large purchases,
or opening/closing accounts. When in
question, always ask your loan originator
or realtor.
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Close the Deal:

Recording The Deed:

The timing for closing can vary, but the
average is 40 days. Typically, within 48
hours prior to closing, you’ll do a
final walk-through to check that all
agreed-to repairs are completed and
that the home is in the expected
condition.

This is the final stage. Your attorney will
record the deed at the courthouse. Once
recorded they will disperse funds and
give you the keys.

You can expect to meet with your
lender, attorney and agent to finalize
the paperwork. During the closing all
paperwork will be finalized, including:
the deed, title, financial/funding, closing
statements, insurance, contract, etc.
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Congratulations! You made it! At this
point, you’re done with everything and
you will be ready to move into your new
home!!
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Comparing Homes
Make sure what you see is what you
get… The fit and finish of the model home
doesn’t necessarily represent what
comes standard. Often the model home
reflects a mix of standard materials and
fixtures, as well as a handful of upgrades.
When touring the model home, make
sure to find out which is which. The
important thing is to know exactly what
you’ll be getting, what’s available and,
of course, what it will cost. Keep in mind
that costs can change. The price quoted
at the start may not be the same when
you decide to move forward.
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Builders use different pricing structures.
Some used fixed pricing and they don’t
want to negotiate price. Some builders
fill the model with nearly every upgrade
available and you literally have to
subtract features to figure out your price.
Remember this is part of their marketing
strategy. Don’t depend on the prices
on the MLS or marketing. Lean on your
agent to explain the builders and how
to evenly compare the homes and the
price.
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Comparing
Builders
Custom builder: deals in smaller volume,
can completely customize and make
changes, builder is usually very involved.
Tract/production builder: (mostly what
you see in neighborhoods) typically deals
in higher volume of sales, mostly has set
options in a particular price range,
usually builds out entire parcels, phases
or subdivision, usually has onsite builder
and seller representatives, some make
custom changes and some make no
changes at all and some have options
already set and priced to pick from.
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Spec home/inventory builder: builders
and developers that build homes
in marketable ranges, usually allow no
changes or very few changes, homes
vary according to builder, style and
decided upgrades and finishes, generally
an investor who owns land and commissions homes to be built to sell without
having to have as much infrastructure
like, sales team or warrantee department.
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Comparing
Value
There is so much to compare amongst
homes, builders and neighborhoods.
Start with the larger, more costly items to
make it easier. Usually the builders and
their price is relative to what goes in them.
Don’t compare price….Compare value
and who offers what fits your needs.
• Foundation type
• A/C size and seer value

• Compare cabinets and hardware
• Appliances and lighting packages
• Standard flooring types & plumbing
fixtures
• Garage size
• Siding types
• Driveways, walkways and patios

• Warranty programs
• Roof- architectural or basic
• Is the framing 24 or 16 on center
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Choosing
Your Lot
Too often, home buyers rush past the lot
location and choices, then end up unhappy.
You can change the house but the location is final. That’s why the First question
to ask is whether or not there is a lot
premium. If so, how much are the different
lot premiums? This is part of your total
cost and will need to be added along with
upgrades to get your final price. Below are
some more questions and items to consider
when choosing the right lot for you.
• Which direction will the home face?
(especially on a corner lot)
• How much fill dirt will be needed? The
builder will most likely not fill to where
you would.
• How does water drain from the lot and
surrounding areas? Look for slope and
drainage into ditches, culverts and
retention ponds. Is it in a flood zone?
New Home Buyers Field Guide

• Are there any trees or stumps that need
to be moved? Is the builder going to
leave the trees or take them?
• Check the lots for easements, right of
ways or ingress/egress stipulations.
Easements could affect outbuildings
and gfences.
• Check for setbacks and spacing
between homes. Will you have access
to the back yard after the home is built?
Know your homes foot print, we call it
the lot layout. Also, if the lot is irregular
or the home is wider than the setbacks,
will there be any cost in moving the
home further back? (You could lose
back yard space and incur cost for
extending the driveway or utilities).
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Choosing Your Lot
(Continued)
•

What Utilities are available? Is there
Natural gas? Sewer or septic? City
water or well?

• If you are close to the ocean you need
to know what wind zone you are in for
insurance reasons.

•

Ask about sidewalks, streetlights, mail
boxes, monuments, overhead & underground lines and other structures that
you will share with the community.

• Are there wetlands or restricted use
areas of the parcel of land?

• HOA rules, Deed restrictions and ABR
requirements. (for fencing, out buildings,
finishes, vehicle restrictions, pet
restrictions and other compliances).

• Know the area and what is being built
around you. How many more phases,
homes or future development will
impact you? What is the distance to
roads, amenities, pump stations,
grocery stores, hospitals, etc.

• Gather information about the Zoning,
minimum and maximum sq ft, roof
pitch, foundation requirements. If the
builder pulls out of a neighborhood,
you don’t want to be left with the most
expensive house while a new builder
builds homes half your size.

New Home Buyers Field Guide
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Community Discovery Guide
Builder Info:

Build type

Neighborhood Info:
HOA Notes & Info (get copy):
Included Features & standard ﬁnishes:

What landscaping is/is not included:

:

Roof

:

Structure

:

Foundation

:

Total # of Home sites :
Size range

:

Lot Premiums

:

Remaining Lots

:

Lot Location

:

Additional Phases :

Current Build Time:

Number of Models
Incentives (lender, attorney, builder):

:

Best Selling Model:
Size Range in sq ft:
Pricing Range

Who will oversee the construction of my home:
Who to contact with any questions:

Average Sales Price:
Per Sq ft
Warranties oﬀered

Does the contract include and escalation clause:

:

:
:

Builder

:

Mechanical

:

Repair procedure :
Procedure for visiting the Home site:

Location notes:

Walkthrough schedule:

Does builder allow changes to ﬂoorplan:

Final Thoughts and notes:

Builder change policy during construction:

Rate the Homes

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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Rate the Community
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12.

Construction
Schedule
This is a basic schedule that will be easy to follow along with and help you know what stage
your home is in. Keep in mind, every builder is a
little different. Your home will be inspected by
the County/City inspectors at several stages
during the process. Two of the inspections are
at the end. The Final inspection gets you access
to turn the power on and the certificate of
occupancy allows you to move in or occupy the
property. You might hear your lender ask about
these. Knowing and learning as much as possible
upfront is the best way to manage expectations.

8. Exterior finish and electric service

Basic Building schedul

17. Mirrors, bath and closet accessories

1. Permitting and temporary power

18.		 Locks /hardware

2. Clearing and survey

19. Lighting and appliances

3. Dig footers and lay plumbing
4. Foundation and ruff grading

20. Walks and driveways (sometimes done
sooneer)

5. Framing and trusses

21. Landscaping

6. Roofing and sheathing

22. Carpet and final molding

7. Windows, doors and wrap

23. Final clean up
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9. Rough-in plumbing, A/C and Electriccal
10. Special mechanics
11. Drywall and paint
12.		 Finish carpentry and hard surface flooring
13. Cabinets and countertops
14. Final grading and paint
15. Finish Electrical, A/C and Plumbing
16. Finish specia
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What Could Impact Your
Building Schedule?
1. Weather
2. Material Shortages
3. Labor Availability
4. Inspections and Approvals
5. Changes not anticipated
6. Over scheduling and labors not having
the site to themselves
7. Cash flow ( in some situations )
8. Holidays and Weekends

Suggestions to Help
Eliminate Delays
1. Allow enough contractual time to finish
2. Don’t hold a builder to a tight schedule
or rush closing
3. Expect delays and changes (ex:
flooring & appliances discontinued)
4. Don’t make changes, try to get it as
close as you can in the beginning
5. Don’t over visit the job site and
converse with contractors
6. Stay on top of your loan and attorney
paperwork
7. Allow your realtor to handle most of
the communicating

New Home Buyers Field Guide
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Pre-Contract
1. Find a Realtor that is experienced and specializes in New Home Sales and sign an
agency disclosure agreement. This means
you have the full resources of the agent and
brokerage, they now work in your favor.
2. Interview with a few lenders that specialize in
New Home Loans in order to get pre-approved. I will have great suggestions
depending on the type of property and your
situation.
3. Know your estimated cost- including your
payment, down payment and closing costs
4. Learn what not to do while you are in the loan
process and under contract. See the Top 10
Common Mistakes of New Home Buyers on
page 22 so you can avoid the mistakes that
many new home buyers make.
5. Determine with your agent what properties
are the best fit for you.
6. Start excluding properties to narrow down
your list to 3-5 properties
7. View properties with your Realtor and ask
questions using the Community Discovery
Guide on page 12 to best compare your top
choices.
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8. Make sure you have read HOA documents
and any other important information
connected with the home. For example:
allowed fencing, out buildings, approved
architectural or appearance board details.
9. Re-visit Cost and use my Closing Cost
Worksheet on page 20, along with your
lenders loan estimate to help you figure
out the approximate cost.
10. Once you have decided on a home, create
a plan with your agent and schedule a time
to go over all contract details. Use the
discovery guide, floor plans, feature sheets
and self-prepared questions to make sure
you ask all of your important questions
and understand the contract completely. (a
contract is a legal and binding agreement
and you should consult your attorney before
signing)
11. Choose options, colors and features according
to your use and future use of the property.
12. Turn all paperwork in to your attorney and
apply for the loan.
13. Determine your walk through date, rate lock
date, inspection date and close date. Also,
decide if you will close in person or by mail.
www.newhomessouth.com
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Negotiation tips with
new homes
New Homes are competitive and there
is not a lot of room in most homes for
discounts, especially in a hot market.
Builders don’t like to drop prices
because it affects the appraisals of other
homes in the neighborhood, so look at
some of these options…
●• Negotiate incentives and upgrades
●• Pull the average sold to list price and
see if they are giving any breaks

●• Ask for closing costs – this can
sometimes help both sides but can
be risky if you inflate the purchase
price.
●• If the builder is publicly traded, find
out their fiscal year end and goals
they have to meet
●• Research the builders negotiating
style in other neighborhoods and see
how they like to work..

●• Contact past agents that sold and see
what they got from the builder

New Home Buyers Field Guide
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Earnest Money
and Deposits
In New Homes it is important to
understand the difference between
earnest money and a deposit.
Earnest money – earnest money in new
construction is becoming rare. You
usually only see earnest money when
the home is a spec/inventory home or
has been issued the certificate of
occupancy (C.O.). Earnest money can
be refundable depending on terms and
contingencies.
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Deposit - a deposit is more likely in new
construction. The amount varies from
builder to builder and can be situational.
If you buy a spec home you might get
away with less deposit than if you build a
house with tons of upgrades. The builder will ask for more deposit if you take
the house over what is considered to be
marketable or in a reasonable sellable
price range. (example: if you want a pink
house, the builder doesn’t want to get
stuck trying to sell a pink house. They
will ask for more money to protect their
investment). Deposits are typically from
$1,000 to 5% of purchase price, but can
go much higher. Deposits are normally
nonrefundable.
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Post Contract
1. See the Construction Schedule on
page 13 to help you understand the
building process.
2. Understand that sometimes there are
shortages of labor or materials or even
scheduling and weather conflicts that
plague new construction. You have
to keep the faith and be patient. Give
me a call with any questions first
before confronting the builder or their
agents.
3. Your Realtor will make a list of important dates and create a checklist for
items like rate lock, final inspection
and certification of occupancy, home
inspection, apraisal, CL-100, lenders
underwriting approvals and clear to
close, walk-through dates, utility info,
insurance binder and close date with
attorney.
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4. Yo u m ay h ave a p re drywall
walk-through or other walkthroughs
during this time. Not all builders allow
this.
5. About 2-4 weeks before closing you
can measure for blinds, refrigerator
and furniture. This is also when I would
finalize my home insurance and send
my binder to the lender. You can also
line up gutters, cable, fence installers
a few weeks before, but no installation
before you close.
6. Review Lender documents and be
sure to ask questions where you don’t
understand.
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Closing and
Recording
1. A few days before closing you can start
the application process for switching
utilities and ask for wiring instructions
from the attorney.
2. Your Final walk-through has a lot of
important information. I will help you
with this part. This is when you will
learn about maintenance, mechanical
items and other items that go with the
home.

4. Once all parties have signed, funding
has been performed and the deed
has been recorded at the County
Courthouse, you now can get the keys
and move in. Closing will not insure
possession and you will not have
access until you record. Plan accordingly and allow for delays.

3. At Closing bring two photo ID’s and
any certified monies or other
documents required.
4. I’ll make sure the attorney has the
earnest money check.

New Home Buyers Field Guide
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Closing Cost
Worksheet
Don’t let this information scare you!
Everyone that has bought a home has
done the same thing. This is just a guide
to help you get your estimated cost and
understand how your cost gets put
together.

Cost Associated with New Construction

Upfront Cost (paid before you close)

•

Capital Contribution Fee

•

Earnest Money

•

Roll Back Taxes

•

Appraisal

•

Transfer Fees

•

Termite Letter (the builder will provide in
new homes)

•

Survey

•

Home Inspection

•

Other Inspections (A/C, Electrical, etc.)

•

Warrantees

Usual Fees

•

Deed Stamps

•

Hidden Cost (Fridge, Blinds, Landscaping,
etc.)
This list changes with different builders.

Other Fees

•

HOA 0-

per month (prorated)

•

Travel & Moving Fees

•

Tax +/-

per month (prorated)

•

Fencing

•

Attorney Fees (including tittle work &
insurance)

•

Insurance

•

Lender Fees

New Home Buyers Field Guide
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Post-closing
1. Utilities turned on: you will need a copy
of the HUD/Settlement statement
and may require deposits
2. Change locks: optional

5. Vender list for renovations & services:
ask me for my preferred lender list
6. Enjoy your new home and please keep
in touch!

3. Change of address: you will need to
go to the DMV and do a change of
address
4. Tax info changed: after you change
your address you will go to the assessor’s office and make sure that your
home is taxed as a primary residence
(if secondary, investment or vacation
home, skip 3 & 4).

New Home Buyers Field Guide
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Top 10 Common Mistakes
of New Home Buyers
1. Not getting preapproved. This is the
foundation of the home buying process. It
establishes your budget, setting the price
range of homes you should be looking at.
You don’t want to waste time viewing or
getting attached to a home you can’t afford
or that will put you in a tough and stressful
financial situation.
2. Not using a certified new home specialist
for your buyer’s agent. Certified New Homes
Specialists are experienced, their commission is covered by the seller, and they
understand both the local market and the
unique challenges that come with buying
new construction.
3. Not comparing lenders. Vendors that
partner with builders are usually very
professional; however, in certain instances
they may not be looking out for your best
interest. Some might seem like a great deal
at front, but have hidden costs or rate spikes.
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4. Buying a home without considering all of the
costs. Beyond the purchase price you need
to know the closing costs, down payment,
taxes, insurance, and HOA fees. Also, consider
things like moving expenses and setting up
your home (blinds, refrigerator, landscaping,
gutters, etc)
5. Destroying your loan approval while in
escrow. There are things you can’t do when
applying for a loan like changing jobs,
depositing cash, making large purchases,
cosigning, and opening or closing new credit
accounts.
6. Not allowing a buffer on interest rate or loan
amount. If you quote on the higher end it
leaves room for rate and price fluctuation to
keep you in the buying game.
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Top 10 Common Mistakes
(Continued)
7. Not considering how long you plan to live in
the home. If you are only going to be there
a few years, be sure to only spend money
on renovations that would make your house
more marketable. If you’re planning to live
there for many years, then you can make the
home more about your wants versus the
resale potential.
8. Relying on the MLS or online pictures and
ads. It is important to lean on your agent’s
personal experience and unbiased information.
All websites and pictures serve marketing
purposes and can display a lot of skewed
information.
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9. Not walking the lot you choose. Make sure
you physically walk the lot to look at things
like setbacks, easements, drainage, boundaries, and location within the community
and to the surrounding area. Consider how
close it is to the amenities within the
community, what your view is going to be,
and any noise associated with your location
or the time of move in.
10. Rushing through the contract process.
Understand what you are getting, what your
responsibilities are and what the builder’s
responsibilities are.
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Why hire me? (The best FREE
service you will ever have!)
Buying a house is one of the most stressful
things you will do. Most agents are scared and
know nothing about new construction. Not me,
I love new homes! I have sold every type of
property on the Grand strand, but New Homes
are my passion. I have worked for builders, sat
onsite in several new home neighborhoods,
worked for buyers and sellers all over the Myrtle
Beach and Conway area. Instead of getting my
broker’s license and opening up shop, I decided
to get in with a local company and dedicate my
time to help buyers with new construction and
building homes on their land. I know the ins and
outs and carry every new construction/new
home sales designation available. I know the
homes, the area, the builders and how to best
prepare you!

What to expect from me?
I am fully committed to you as your buyer’s
agent and to represent you solely. I do
everything a general agent does plus I help to:
●• Create an action plan
●• Identify design requirements
●• locate current available new homes
●• select location and building site
●• compare and choose a builder
●• compare costs, plans, and specifications
• evaluate quality, design and value
• analyze affordability and financing
• sell your existing home
• finalize contracts and paperwork
• organize selections and allowances
●• coordinating move in and closing
• plus much more…
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Disclaimer
At the time you’re reading this some info could be out of date
or no longer relevant. Real estate laws, rules and regulations
are always changing and updating. Even though there is a lot
of information in this guide, you need someone that is in the
business every day to represent you. You need a professional
licensed Realtor to help you purchase your home.

Continue your new home search at
www.NewHomesSouth.com
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Gene Henry
Realtor®

Office : 843-488-5272
Fax : 843-488-5274
E-mail : GeneHenry843@gmail.com
Web : www.newhomessouth.com

